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Lumberjanes Volume 1
Yetis, greek gods and grootslangs are old news to the Roanoke cabin but now the Lumberjanes face their most
harrowing experience yet: their parents! It's PARENTS' DAY at the camp, and with all the fun they've been having, the
Lumberjanes realize that
It's a mermaid war! April has made a real mess of things by trying to get her mer-pals back together, but can she make
things better with the help of her friends?
When April, Jo, Mal, Molly, and Ripley get in trouble with Rosie, the mysterious director of Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin
Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's Camp for Hardcore Lady Types, they figure the punishment is gonna be a walk in the
park… er, woods, but no one’s ready for the surprises that await! THEY’RE NOT OUT OF THE WOODS QUITE YET!
When April, Jo, Mal, Molly, and Ripley get in trouble with Rosie, the mysterious director of Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin
Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's Camp for Hardcore Lady-Types, they figure the punishment is gonna be a walk in the
park… er, woods. That’s before a super gross, and seemingly-sentient creeping vine starts popping up everywhere and
scooping ‘Janes up! And then there’s Rosie’s best friend from long ago: the elegant and enigmatic Abigail, who’s
appeared out of the woodwork to join forces with the Lumberjanes once more! The team of Kat Leyh, Shannon Watters
and Kanesha C. Bryant send the ‘Janes on their most surprising adventure yet in the next volume of the New York
Times best-selling phenomenon. Collects Lumberjanes #69-72.
Fans of Noelle Stevenson's beloved and bestselling Nimona won't want to miss her brand-new moving memoir-inpictures, The Fire Never Goes Out, featuring short essays, mini-comics, and photographs that span eight eventful years
in Noelle's young adult life. Nimona is the New York Times bestselling graphic novel sensation from Noelle Stevenson,
based on her beloved and critically acclaimed web comic. Kirkus says, “If you’re going to read one graphic novel this
year, make it this one.” Nemeses! Dragons! Science! Symbolism! All these and more await in this brilliantly subversive,
sharply irreverent epic from Noelle Stevenson. Featuring an exclusive epilogue not seen in the web comic, along with
bonus conceptual sketches and revised pages throughout, this gorgeous full-color graphic novel has been hailed by
critics and fans alike as the arrival of a “superstar” talent (NPR.org). Nimona is an impulsive young shapeshifter with a
knack for villainy. Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with a vendetta. As sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord
Blackheart are about to wreak some serious havoc. Their mission: prove to the kingdom that Sir Ambrosius Goldenloin
and his buddies at the Institution of Law Enforcement and Heroics aren't the heroes everyone thinks they are. But as
small acts of mischief escalate into a vicious battle, Lord Blackheart realizes that Nimona's powers are as murky and
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mysterious as her past. And her unpredictable wild side might be more dangerous than he is willing to admit. Indies
Choice Book of the Year * National Book Award Finalist * New York Times Bestseller * New York Times Notable Book *
Kirkus Best Book * School Library Journal Best Book * Publishers Weekly Best Book * NPR Best Book * New York Public
Library Best Book * Chicago Public Library Best Book
Yetis, Greek gods, and grootslangs are old news to the Roanoke cabin, but now the Lumberjanes face their most
harrowing experience yet: their parents! It’s PARENTS’ DAY at camp, and the Lumberjanes must try to keep everyone
away from the supernatural, even as a mysterious force tries to intervene! Collects issues #37-40.
Welcome to Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types. The five scouts of
Roanoke cabin—Jo, April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley—love their summers at camp. They get to hang out with their best
friends, earn Lumberjane scout badges, annoy their no-nonsense counselor Jen . . . and go on supernatural adventures.
That last one? A pretty normal occurrence at Miss Qiunzella’s, where the woods contain endless mysteries. Today is no
exception. When challenge-loving April leads the girls on a hike up the TALLEST mountain they’ve ever seen, things
don’t go quite as planned. For one, they didn’t expect to trespass into the lands of the ancient Cloud People, and did
anyone happen to read those ominous signs some unknown person posted at the bottom of the mountain? Also,
unicorns. This hilarious, rollicking adventure series brings the beloved Lumberjanes characters into a novel format with
brand-new adventures.
The END OF SUMMER is here in the final issue of Lumberjanes! Co-Creator & Series Artist Brooklyn Allen
Returns...along with the Kitten Holy! Now the scouts of Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's Camp for
Hardcore Lady Types will have to fight back against the mysterious force known as the Grey! Meanwhile, Molly has
discovered a deep and ancient forest magic, which she hopes to use to protect her friends and the home they’ve all
found here. Will she be able to, though? Or is this all-encompassing, all-erasing Grey just too much for one ‘Jane to fight
on her own?
The girls have a lot more to worry about than crazy creatures and supernatural events...they have FIELD DAY. It's a
competition between the Lumberjanes and the Genteel boy camp next door that's going to be filled with surprises!
With April’s movie night dreams dashed by clumsy yetis, she sets her sights on a different scheme for Jo’s birthday. Mal
is on distraction duty, but their river rafting badge winds up off course. Stranded on an island unknown to Lumberjanes,
will Jo, Barney, Jen, and Mal be able to get back to camp in time for the festivities? And does Jo even want to?
Between a sudden storm hitting the camp, shapeshifters, and strange portals, this is one badge for which the
Lumberjanes need to go above and beyond.
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Barney is starting their official first week at camp, but it looks like everyone in the Zodiac Cabin has been turned to stone!
Now that Diane’s back and strange shadows are appearing, it looks like April, Jo, Mal, Molly, and Ripley are going to
have their hands full trying to find a cure for their friends...as long as they don’t look the wrong thing in the eye first.
END OF SUMMER Part Three! Co-Creator & original series artist Brooklyn Allen returns! With the campgrounds and
cabins of Miss Qiunzella’s camp full to bursting with scared campers, cryptids, and literal wild animals, time is running
out to save themselves from the Grey! With camp director Rosie and Bearwoman Nellie losing control of themselves, and
Diane off searching for godly help on Mount Olympus, the rest of the mortal Lumberjanes are the last hope to save their
home-away-from-home!
CAN THE LUMBERJANES COMPLETE THEIR WISH LISTS BEFORE THE END OF SUMMER? With the end of
summer rapidly approaching, Jo, Mal, Molly, April, and Ripley decide to embark on one final adventure, finishing up their
summer to-do list with a bang! But no one's ready for the shocking secret force that's heading straight for the 'Janes!
Eisner Award-nominated writer Lilah Sturges (Fables, Thor: Season One) teams with artist polterink (Enough Space for
Everyone Else) for the first Lumberjanes graphic novel in a story about finding your way and navigating life, love, and a
literal forest. When the ‘Janes start to become separated during an orienteering outing thanks to a mysterious compass,
Molly becomes more and more insecure about the effect of her relationship with Mal on the other girls. Meanwhile, a
lonely woman explorer is trying to steal the compass, with the help of some weirdly polite automaton butlers.
Five best friends are spending the summer together and they won't let any magical quest or supernatural critters get in
their way.
Susan, Esther, and Daisy started at university three weeks ago and became fast friends because their dorm rooms were
next to each other. Now, away from home for the first time, all three want to reinvent themselves. But in the face of handwringing boys, "personal experimentation," influenza, mystery-mold, nu-chauvinism, and the willful, unwanted intrusion of
"academia," they may be lucky just to make it to spring alive.
Prepare yourself for Uncle Grandpa. He is everyone's magical uncle and grandpa, and he's here to help kids with their
problems in surreal and wacky ways! Explore a collection of zany shorts and games starring Uncle Grandpa, Pizza
Steve, Mr. Gus, and all the other crazy characters from the hit Cartoon Network show created by Peter Browngardt.
Collects the complete miniseries, issues #1-4.
While preparing for the annual Bandicoot Bacchanal, the Lumberjanes are faced with fixing a friendship that has fallen
apart.
"Created by Shannon Watters, Grace Ellis, Noelle Stevenson & Brooke Allen."
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The woods surrounding Miss Qiunzella Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady-Types are home to more incredible magical
critters and beings than anyone could possibly imagine...unfortunately, on this particular day, it’s pouring rain, and each and every ‘Jane has
been tasked with just one job: stay inside, stay dry, and DON’T get into trouble. Confined to the Mess Hall, Jo and Molly give tabletop
roleplaying a try, while Ripley, April, and Mal venture a little further afield after discovering a secret tunnel beneath the Kitchens...and the
colossal prehistoric bug that lives there! Hey, they’re not technically outside, right? Written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes,
Roadkill Witch), and illustrated by talented newcomer Dozerdraws, this New York Times bestseller, multiple Eisner-Award and GLAAD Awardwinning series delivers the power of friendship and summer-time memories you’ll never forget!! Collects issues #49-52
When Molly makes a deal with a mysterious Voice in the woods surrounding Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp
for Hardcore Lady Types to slow down time, she isn’t hoping for an endless summer! All she wants is more time to spend with her friends at
camp, hiking and doing crafts, and playing music and having fun. What she doesn’t bargain for is time starting to skip, and freeze, and make
campers’ ages jump forward and back... It’s up to Roanoke Cabin to to set time right again, and save camp! This New York Times bestseller
and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series features danger, adventure, and life-long friendships! Get in on the fun with this
brand-new adventure written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by Ayme Sotuyo.
April does her best to repair the mermaids' friendship, but she just keeps making things worse!
This crazy war between Apollo and Artemis finally reaches its peak and it's up to the Lumberjanes to save their camp from this crazy sibling
rivalry. All questions are finally answered and the scouts learn the true importance of trust and friendship.
Lumberjanes Vol. 1Beware The Kitten HolySimon and Schuster
It's a free day at Lumberjanes camp, and the Roanoke cabin is...bored out of their skulls. With nothing to fight the girls set themselves to
earning all the badges they can that don't involve monsters or the supernatural, which is surprisingly hard! When Mal and Molly sneak off in
search of real adventure (that won't put them to sleep!), they accidentally stumble into something more than they ever bargained for...
Collects Lumberjanes: A Midsummer Night’s Scheme, Lumberjanes: Somewhere That’s Green, and more! CRYPTIDS, AND KITTENS,
AND COSTUMES, OH, MY! Neither rain nor heat nor mischievous faeries can put a damper on the fun at Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin
Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's Camp for Hardcore Lady Types! Jo, April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley are helping throw a huge, mid-summer
costume bash with the rest of the Lumberjane scouts, but the decorations, snacks, and supplies keep going missing, thanks to some pesky
faeries! Then, the Roanoke scouts have been cooped up inside FOREVER in the biggest rainstorm of the summer, but when a litter of
mysterious, spiky green kittens wash up on their doorstep, it's up to Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley to get the kittens back home again (even
though Ripley would really like to keep them, obviously!). Lumberjanes co-creators Shannon Watters and Brooklyn Allen, along with Brittney
Williams (Goldie Vance), Seanan McGuire (Spider-Gwen: Ghost Spider), and more present all the fun summer stories—and kittens!—that
prove the perfect time and place is always with your best friends. Collects Lumberjanes: A Midsummer Night’s Scheme, Lumberjanes:
Somewhere That’s Green, and more!
Presenting the Lumberjanes short stories collected for the first time in a paperback. Join April, Jo, Mal, Molly, and Ripley as they explore their
all-girls camp. From ghost ponies to strange plants, these Lumberjanes are ready to take on anything that comes their way as long as they
have each other. Collects the Lumberjanes Specials, including Beyond Bay Leaf, Making the Ghost of It, and Faire and Square.
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Mal wants to learn to be braver, but when she recruits Ripley to help her face her fears, she ends up somewhere she
really SHOULD be afraid of—the Land of Lost Things, a pocket universe where dinosaurs still roam the earth, and time
doesn’t work the way it does at home. Stranded on her own in an alternate dimension, will Mal be able to find her way
back home to camp? This New York Times bestseller and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series
features danger, adventure, and life-long friendships! Get in on the fun with this brand-new adventure written by Shannon
Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by talented newcomer AnneMarie Rogers. Collects issues #61-64.
With all the Lumberjanes together in The Land of Lost Things, there is only one clear option when stuck in a pocket
dimension-explore! But being in another dimension is dangerous, and when Ripley wanders off on her own into the
middle of a bitter-cold pocket-dimension winter, the Roanokes' fun vacation to another realm might end up being too cool
to handle!
Jo’s birthday is coming up, and April is determined to pull out all the stops for her best friend! But when her elaborate
plans for a huge, over-the-top celebration fall through, April recruits the yetis and some fellow ‘Janes to put on a play,
instead. Meanwhile, Mal has been tasked with keeping Jo busy, to protect the surprise, but she might’ve done TOO
good a job. Will the birthday girl make it back in time for her own party? And does she even want to? Join the
celebrations with this brand-new adventure written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by
talented newcomer AnneMarie Rogers.
The High Council is coming to camp and counselor Jen is determined to make everything perfect, even though a storm is
brewing and kittens from the boys' camp are manifesting magical powers. It's every Lumberjane on deck as the girls do
their best to prep the grounds for inspection . . . but there are some storms no one can prepare for. This New York Times
bestseller and multiple Eisner Award-winning series is a story of friendship, hardcore lady-types, and kicking a lot of butt.
Don't miss out on the continued adventures of the Lumberjanes written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes)
with stories illustrated by Carey Pietsch (Adventure Time: Marceline Gone Adrift) and newcomer Ayme Sotuyo.
In the aftermath of the time shenanigans set off by Jo’s Mysterious Time Thingy, the Roanoke scouts are a little bit
uneasy on their feet. It’s up to Jen to cheer them up and help them get back up and off adventuring again, with a quest
to seek out the most mysterious mythological monster of all...the mighty JACKALOPE! This New York Times bestseller
and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series features danger, adventure, and life-long friendships. Get in
on the fun with this brand-new adventure written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by
Ayme Sotuyo.
"Friendship to the max! At Miss Quinzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's camp for hardcore lady-types, things
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are not what they seem. Three-eyed foxes. Secret caves. Anagrams. Luckily, Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley are five rad,
butt-kicking best pals determined to have an awesome summer together-- and they're not gonna let a magical quest or
an array of supernatural critters get in their way!"-Friendship to the max! Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley are five best pals determined to have an awesome summer
together...and they're not gonna let any insane quest or an array of supernatural critters get in their way! But having
stumbled onto a mysterious force wreaking havoc in the camp, it's a race through the woods as the Lumberjanes work
together to save not only their friends, but maybe even the whole world! It's Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Gravity Falls
and features five butt-kicking, rad teenage girls wailing on monsters and solving a mystery with the whole world at stake.
And with the talent of acclaimed cartoonist Noelle Stevenson, talented newcomer Grace Ellis writing, and Brooke Allen
on art, the spectacular series that took the internet by storm continues!
Which side does Jen choose, Abigail or Rosie?! While Abigail tries to lure a monster out so she can kill it (which is all
kinds of crazy), Jen goes to the bearwoman for help.
"Originally published in single magazine form as Lumberjanes no. 9-12."
Jen and Rosie plan to take the Lumberjane scouts to see an amazing astronomical event. But their night of star-gazing is thrown off course
when half of the Roanoke and Zodiac cabins sneak away into the night in search of aliens, leaving everyone else to deal with a gatecrashing
goddess who throws the entire camp into a tizzy. Not to mention, there’s a nefarious kitten-napping and a super-secret crush to contend with!
Writers Kat Leyh and Shannon Watters team up with talented newcomer Kanesha C. Bryant for the next volume of the New York Times bestselling phenomenon that takes Friendship To The Max!
Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley are five best pals determined to have an awesome summer together...and they're not gonna let any insane
quest or an array of supernatural critters get in their way! Not only is it the second title launching in our new BOOM! Box imprint but
LUMBERJANES is one of those punk rock, love-everything-about-it stories that appeals to fans of basically all excellent things.
Based on the bestselling graphic novels, this series of middle-grade novels contains all-new adventures Welcome to Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin
Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types. The five scouts of Roanoke cabin—Jo, April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley—love their
summers at camp. They get to hang out with their best friends, earn Lumberjane scout badges, annoy their no-nonsense counselor Jen . . .
and go on supernatural adventures. That last one? A pretty normal occurrence at Miss Qiunzella’s, where the woods contain endless
mysteries. Book four, the last book of the novel series, will shine the spotlight on inseparable couple Mal and Molly, who find an extra cabin at
camp, one that’s full of ghosts!
Ripley found a treasure map! The Roanoke scouts are eager to hunt down what they hope might be some kind of mystical hoard of gems and
jewels, rad dinosaur bones, or maybe even more treasure maps (that you have to piece together to find an EVEN BIGGER prize, obviously)!
The adventure has only just begun! Writers Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and artist Dozerdraws hunt for gold in the newest
collection of stories from the New York Times bestseller and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series where the ultimate
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treasure is friendship! Collects Lumberjanes #53-56.
Welcome to Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types. The five scouts of Roanoke cabin—Jo,
April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley—love their summers at camp. They get to hang out with their best friends, earn Lumberjane scout badges, annoy
their no-nonsense counselor Jen . . . and go on supernatural adventures. That last one? A pretty normal occurrence at Miss Qiunzella’s,
where the woods contain endless mysteries. As the camp gears up for the big Galaxy Wars competition, Jo and the gang get some help from
an unexpected visitor—a Moon Pirate! Book Two will focus on Jo, the ingenious inventor of the group who also happens to be trans.
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